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Abstract: Based on the simultaneous measurements of radio-frequency intrinsic self-oscillations of current and terahertz (THz) light 

emission from a 30-period GaAs/AlGaAs weakly-coupled superlattice, it was concluded that self-oscillations of current arise due to the 

cyclic process of the electric-field domain boundary spatial expansion and shrinkage. The domain boundary expands over several SL periods 

due to the energy dissipation of tunneling electrons, resulting in the carrier trapping in several SL periods behind the leading edge of the 

domain boundary. In this region, the charge accumulation gives rise to the resonant detuning of subbands in adjacent quantum wells (QWs), 

creating the population inversion between the two subbands, which ensure the resonant tunneling along the SL axis. The electrons injected 

from the cathode restore the resonant coupling of subbands, the lower subband is emptied, and the intersubband radiative transitions 

allowed. The electroluminescence (EL) spectra of the SL demonstrate the main peak with the left and the right sidebands. The main peak is 

related to the intersubband electron transition energy, while the sidebands are associated with the resonant detuning energy of subbands in 

adjacent QWs (~ 4 meV). The two-photon pulsed THz emission (~ 4 meV) from a double-barrier GaAs/AlAs resonant tunneling diode biased 

into self-oscillation regime confirms the last assertion. There is the same cyclic mechanism of relaxation self-oscillations of current 

(accumulation and drain type), where the first THz pulse is triggered due to the carrier trapping by miniband states, resulting in the 

miniband energy shift up to higher energies. After the trap release time, the electrons lost their energy via the second THz pulse emission, 

and the miniband gets back to its steady state. 
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Introduction 

It was well-established that the switching and the relaxation self-

oscillations of current observed in the Esaki narrow p-n junction 

tunnel diodes are the current instability phenomena inherent in 

semiconductor tunnel structures with nonlinear I-V characteristics 

containing the negative differential conductivity (NDC) region [1-

3]. The semiconductor tunnel diodes are widely used in digital 

electronic circuits, electronic clocks, and computers as switching 

elements [3].  

The self-oscillations of current in semiconductor quantum 

well structures attract researcher’s attention from the ninetieth of the 

last century. In a double-barrier InGaAs/AlAs (7/3 nm) resonant 

tunneling diode (RTD) the self-oscillations of current were observed 

in a (0.1- 10) MHz frequency range [4]. In a 40-period weakly-

coupled GaAs/AlAs (9/4 nm) superlattice (SL) the self-oscillations 

of current were detected from 0.1 MHz to 40 MHz range [5]. The 

switching between the upper and the lower current states of 

hysteresis loop was observed in a 30-period GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As 

(39/11 nm) superlattice [6 ].   

1. Weakly-coupled superlattices

In weakly-coupled SLs with thick barriers and wide quantum wells

(QWs), the electron wave functions are weakly overlapped between

adjacent QWs, creating thin (less than 10 meV) miniband width.

Thus, the resonant tunneling of electrons from one SL period to the

next is provided by the electric-field (EF) domain boundary

formation in every SL period and its sequential propagation along

the SL axis. The schematic energy diagram of weakly-coupled SL

(Fig. 1(the black line)) shows that the electric-field (EF) domain

boundary is built at the 15-th SL period. The EF domain boundary is

a space-charge region providing a voltage drop V = (E2 - E1)/e

across the barrier required for the resonant alignment of 12

subbands in adjacent QWs. The upper inset of Fig. 1 demonstrates a

part of the I-V characteristic of a 30-period GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As

(15/10 nm) SL corresponding to the E1 - E3 high-field domain

sequential propagation. The current hysteresis loop is formed by the

two I-V curves measured in voltage sweep-up (the black line) and -

down (the red line) directions. In these I-V curves the number of

NDC’s is about the number of SL periods. In a region of the domain

boundary formation the resonant tunneling is interrupted due to the

resonant mismatch of subbands in adjacent QWs (the NDC region).

The electrons are transferred to the next SL period by applying a

voltage drop (V) across the barrier. It was established, that a

presence of well-defined sequence of NDC peaks in the I-V curves

indicates the absence of self-oscillations of current in this 

superlattice structure.  

Fig.1. Schematic energy diagram of weakly-coupled SL with two 

subband levels in a QW. The energy profile (the black line) 

represents a thin domain boundary, which is formed at the 15-th SL 

period. The expanded over three (13-th - 15-th) SL periods domain 

boundary is plotted by the red line. The upper inset shows a part of 

the I-V curve of a 30-period GaAs/AlGaAs (15/10 nm) SL for the E1-

E3 high-field domain sequential motion along the SL axis. The up-

down arrows show the dynamic shift of subband levels of eVi (i = 

1, 2) due to the carrier capture by QWs, leading to the resonant 

detuning of subbands in adjacent QWs. 

Figure 2 demonstrates a part of the I-V characteristic of a 

30-period GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As (28/10 nm) SL for the E1-E6 electric-

field domain propagation. This SL structure has six subband levels 

in a QW. A screenshot displays the self-oscillations of current of 

2.25 MHz frequency measured in two different SL mesas biased at 

5.3 V. The I -V curves, measured when the voltage is swept-up (the 

black line) and -down (the red line), show the irregular NDC’s 

structure due to the presence of self-oscillations of current in a range 

of 4.5 – 5.5 V.     
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Fig. 2. A part of the I-V characteristic of a 30-period GaAs/AlGaAs 

(28/10 nm) SL for the E1-E6 electric-field domain propagation. A 

screenshot shows the self-oscillations of current of a 2.25 MHz 

frequency measured in two coupled in parallel SL mesas biased at 

5.3 V, at 4.2 K. 

 

In this SL, the self-oscillation frequency ranges from 0.5 MHz to 8 

MHz, depending on the voltage bias applied to the SL mesa. 

It was proposed [5, 7] that in weakly-coupled SLs the current self-

oscillations arise due to the electric-field domain boundary spatio-

temporal instability. In other words, a cyclic process of the domain 

boundary expansion and shrinkage is carried out. The schematic 

energy diagram (Fig. 1) displays a thin domain boundary (the black 

line) localized at the 15-th SL period, while an expanded domain 

boundary (the red line) is resided in three SL periods. The diagrams 

show, that the electron tunneling along the SL axis is realized via 

the intersubband electron transitions (the vertical arrows) in every 

SL period. Therefore, in a region of the expanded domain boundary 

arising due to the charge trapping in subband states, the population 

inversion between the upper and the lower subbands in a QW can be 

created. Thus, in weakly-coupled SLs the self-oscillations of current 

can be accompanied by the THz intersubband emission. Our 

assumption were confirmed by the detection of the NbN-bolometer 

response to the THz emission from a 30-period GaAs/AlGaAs 

(28/10 nm) SL biased into self-oscillation regime [8, 9].  A 

screenshot displays the bolometer signal (the blue line) containing 

three peaks per period of self-oscillations of current (the yellow 

line), indicating that the resonant conditions are sequentially 

restored in three SL periods within the expanded domain boundary 

region. The main peaks in the EL spectrum (the left panel) are 

associated with the intersubband radiative transitions of electrons 

between a pair of adjacent subbands E5E4 (peak I; at 394 cm-1 (49 

meV)) and E6E5 (peak II; at 536 cm-1 (66.6 meV)). In the EL 

spectrum the arrows indicate the left and the right sidebands of two 

main peaks. The energy difference between the main peak’s maxima 

and its sideband (E ~ 4 meV) corresponds to the energy of 

resonant detuning of subbands in adjacent QWs [9 ]. The main 

peak’s sidebands observation in the EL spectrum confirms the 

presence of charge accumulation in several SL periods behind the 

leading edge of the domain boundary.  

 

The I-V characteristics of weakly-coupled superlattice (Fig. 1(the 

inset)) exhibiting a series of well-defined NDC regions coupled with 

a definite SL period, show that the SL structure can be considered as 

a sequence of serially connected resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs). 

 

2. Double-barrier resonant tunneling diode 
It was reported that the GaInAs/AlAs double-barrier resonant 

tunneling diodes successfully operate in a THz frequency range 

[10]. The self-oscillations of current up to 2 GHz frequency were 

also detected in these RTDs and interpreted as parasitic current 

oscillations [10]. The mechanism of THz light emission from RTD 

was unclear, since it has one miniband level in a QW and the 

intersubband optical transitions of electrons are excluded. To 

elucidate the mechanism of THz emission from RTDs, the NbN-

bolometer response from a double barrier GaAs/AlAs (2/4/2.3 nm) 

resonant tunneling diode biased into self-oscillation regime at 0.66 

V was measured. It was found out (Fig. 4) that the bolometer signal 

(the red line) exhibits an interference pattern created by two 

coherent pulses of THz radiation emitted in a period of self-

oscillations of current [11]. The frequency of self-oscillations of 

current (the black line) is of 0.8 MHz.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Electroluminescence spectrum of a 30-period GaAs/AlGaAs 

(28/10 nm) SL measured with a 15 cm-1 spectral resolution at 18 K 

(the black line). The EL spectrum normalized to a Si-bolometer 

sensitivity is shown by the red line. The main peaks (I and II) 

correspond to the electron radiative transitions between the E5  E4 

and the E6  E5 subbands, respectively. The main peak’s sidebands 

are shown by the arrows. Screenshot displays the self-oscillations of 

current (the yellow line; 20 mV/div.; 250 ns/div.) of a 5 MHz 

frequency and the bolometer response (the blue line, 2 mV/div.), a 

sign of self-oscillations of current is negative.  

 

Figure 4 shows that the THz pulses are triggered at two critical 

points coinciding with the maximum (t1) and the minimum (t2) of 

self-oscillation amplitude. The time delay between the pulses ranges 

from half to one-third of self-oscillation period depending on the 

voltage bias applied to mesa device. The first and the second 

bolometer pulse duration estimated from the full-width at half-

maximum (FWHM) is of 3.15 and 4.47 ns, respectively. The energy 

diagram of a double-barrier RTD operation (Fig. 4 (on the right, 

lower)) shows that under applied voltage (V), the Fermi level (EF) of 

the emitter contact is resonantly coupled with the miniband level 

(E0) (the black profile) providing the resonant  tunneling of electrons 

through an empty miniband (the black arrow). The self-oscillation 
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Fig. 4. On the left: the time domains of current self-oscillation (the 

black line) and bolometer response (the red line) measured in a 

GaAs/AlAs RTD at 9 K. The right upper panel displays an enlarged 

bolometer signal in a period of self-oscillations. Schematic potential 

diagram demonstrates a cyclic process of miniband energy 

dynamics during self-oscillation period. The red profile shows that 

the miniband energy level shifts-up to its metastable state (Em) due 

to the carrier capture by miniband states. The black profile 

demonstrates the resonant coupling between the Fermi level (EF) in 

the emitter contact and the miniband stable state (E0). 

shape shows that the current reaching maximum at (t1) then drops to 

its minimal values. It occurs due to the carrier trapping in miniband 

states in a QW. The trapped electrons lose their energy via the first 

(ħ1) pulse of THz photon emission. The Coulomb repulsion 

between the incoming and the trapped electrons prevents the 

tunneling. The miniband level is shifted up to higher energy 

metastable state (Em) (the red profile). At a moment (t2), the charge 

trapping time is expired, the electrons are released, emitting the 

second THz pulse (ħ2 = Em – E0) and move out to the collector 

contact. The miniband level is emptied and gets back to its stable 

state (E0). Thus, the cyclic self-oscillation process is closed. 

Conclusions 

The relaxation self-oscillations of current of accumulation and drain 

type have been observed and studied in different semiconductor 

resonant tunneling quantum well structures. Our experiments show 

that the self-oscillations of current are strongly couples with the THz 

photon emission. The intrinsic self-oscillations of current arising 

when the structure is biased into the NDC region of the I-V 

characteristic are accompanied by the THz emission modulated with 

a frequency of self-oscillations. In a double-barrier RTD biased into 

self-oscillation regime two coherent THz pulses per self-oscillation 

period are emitted.   
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